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REVISION REGULATION CPC 2006/2004 – FIRST ASSESSMENT1

Bob Schmitz – Union Luxembourgeoise des Consommateurs

1. SCOPE : The cooperation between enforcement authorities shall no longer apply
solely to cross-border infringements where the trader and affected collective
consumer interests are based in different Member States. It shall operate also when
unlawful acts occur concurrently in minimum two Member States. Coordinated
action may be taken too as a result of concerted investigations of consumer
markets (sweeps). The proposal thus draws lessons from past well-publicised cases
(car rentals, in-app purchases, APPLE legal/commercial guarantees…) - in the first
two cases the action coordinated by the Commission led to voluntary commitments
by the concerned companies. This extension of the scope responds to the challenges
posed by the digital market place (online platforms).

2. ENFORCEMENT POWERS : Reinforcing public enforcement of EU law which
protects consumers’ economic interests, is necessary. Is the EU able though to force
Member States to review their enforcement cultures by interfering substantially in
national administrative/judicial functioning and procedural rules (including use of
evidence) while granting on top the Commission delegated power to set out more
detailed conditions ? Some countries rely on private enforcement (Germany,…),
others insist on strict judicial control of public administrations on constitutional
grounds (Luxembourg…). According to the proposal the competent national
authorities shall be entitled to take at least 17 specific measures compared to the
7 measures under the existing Regulation. As consumer association, we support
this ambition but is it realistic and will it work out in all Member States ?.
Consumer directives leave it normally to Member States to « take all necessary
measures…Penalties must be effective, proportionate and dissuasive ». The revised
Regulation is much more intrusive. If it works out, it will be a great achievement –
but public powers existing on paper must still be used in practice.

The new functioning of the CPC network is rather similar to powers of competition
authorities and their way of cooperation within the European Competition Network
(ECN). For countries which have put together competition and consumer
enforcement (Italy, UK, Netherlands,…), the proposals may look familiar and lend
further support. The Italian Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato is a
successful model –cf. their leadership role in the APPLE case. Synergies between
competition and consumer enforcement should be encouraged considering the
number of Member States which have opted recently for this approach.

Union consumers should be protected from rogue traders based in third countries
which is particularly needed in the digital era. The Commission proposes
that « international agreements should be negotiated at Union level to ensure
optimum protection of Union consumers and smooth cooperation with third
countries ». To be effective in our view, competent authorities in third countries
should act effectively vis-à-vis traders established in their countries to stop acts
which are unlawful under Union law or equivalent national laws.
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3. ROLE OF CONSUMER ASSOCIATIONS : According to the proposal,
« consumer associations may be delegated enforcement tasks under this Regulation »
and competent authorities should « consult consumers, consumer organisations,
designated bodies and other persons concerned about the effectiveness of the
proposed commitments in ceasing the infringement and removing the harm caused by
it ». This sounds very promising but how will it be used in practice at national and
Union level ? Today the CPC network is hardly accessible nor transparent vis-à-vis
consumer associations or even the European Consumer Consultative Group
(ECCG). Too much focus is given to own initiative enforcement investigations and
actions by the competent authorities including the Commission while most of EU
consumer law infringements are reported by complaints from consumers, their
organisations, European Consumer Centres or competitors who feel harmed by
unlawful practices from other traders.

4. SIMULTANEOUS INFRINGEMENT IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES : Would the
APPLE case have been handled more swiftly under the new CPC rules ? The
company Apple operates e.g. national websites in a large number of Member States
using the same terms & conditions for its commercial guarantees. The EU case
started thanks to a complaint launched by Comitato Difesa Consumatori before the
Italian Authority which investigated the case and condemned the company for
breaching the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive (UCPD). Other consumer
organisations including the Luxembourg Consumer Union, picked up the formal
decision by the Italian Authority (confirmed later on appeal by the Italian courts)
to lodge injunction requests in their own courts against their own Apple websites.
Concurrently the Commission was informed, wrote itself to the Apple headquarter
and alerted the CPC network. In practice, the quickest and most effective
modifications of Apple’s terms & conditions were achieved in those countries where
consumer associations took themselves court action which prompted the Irish
Apple headquarter to agree modifying its terms in those countries (not EU-wide !)
to stop court action.

Under the new CPC rules, the Italian Authority should have notified the authorities
in the other Member States as soon as it had a « reasonable suspicion » that Apple’s
policy was causing a widespread infringement. It should then have been decided to
« designate the competent authority to take up the coordination role » and one may
have agreed to « designate one competent authority to take enforcement measures on
behalf of the other competent authorities in order to bring about the cessation or to
prohibit the widespread infringement, to ensure compensation of consumers or to
impose penalties.. taking into consideration the location of the trader concerned ».
Logically, the Irish competent authority should have taken up the case as Apple
Distribution International was based in the Republic of Ireland. It is questionable
whether this formal cooperation and case allocation would have been more effective
than awaiting the precedent set by the Italian authority.

This practical case should not be understood as criticising per se the new
cooperation proposals because an early exchange of information within the CPC
network but equally between consumer associations should raise awareness of the
existence of EU-wide infringements and foster a swift coordinated action, especially
to seek voluntary commitments from multinational companies applicable
throughout the EU.
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